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Wizardry Legacy v2 Design ideas

Here is the game design, or if you prefer modification, of the remake of Wizardry Legacy. I will probably call it

Wizardry Legacy 2 and leave the first Wizardry Legacy available and intact but still not completely functional. I

intend to follow these objectives:

Simplicity

Simplify the game by removing stuff which does not have much influence on the game or which does not scrap the

Wizardry gaming experience. I better lack of features in my game but have it playable.

Remove annoying stuff

Remove the things in the original game that are more anoying to manage than fun or challenging to experience. It

might reduce realism or might make the game a bit more easier, but it reduce exceptions and makes the game

easier to program.

Keep the original Wizardry Feeling and Challenge

Don't sacrifice anything that could make the game not being like Wizardry or that could considerably reduce the

tension or make the game too much easy.

In the following sections, you have the list of most of the things I intend to change for Wizardry Legacy 2. There is

a survey where you can send your comments about these topics in the feedback section. I suggest you read the

lines below before taking the survey.

General System

Only 1 Maze

Managing multiple maze is complicated. You must also consider that there can be multiple exit to the maze and

that there can be connection between maze. Still, the maze map is currently 80x80 square and one of the level can

have a sky. So nothings prevent you from making a site on the 1st level which has 4 entrance to 4 different 40x40

maze. So you split your map in multiple sections. Still, this mean that I'll have to manage monster encounter

according to different areas instead of different levels. if you want a maze part to be harder than another one.



No world map/1 city

You only have 1 city with it's maze and there won't be any world where you can travel on. If you want to make a

world map with multiple mazes, well simply split the adventure in multiple ones.

No character exportation

By thinking about it, character exportation in the orignal game only ported the stats names of the characters, but

they lost all their levels and equipment which was a bit useless. When you finish your first adventure, you will

need even stronger monsters in the second adventure to make sure it's up to your party's challenge. There is a limit

to the strenght of the creatures I can put in the game. If you defeat Arch Demons by blowing on them, sorry I

cannot make stronger creature just for you. So instead of using character exportation, you would start the "Sequel"

adventure from scratch ( you play your character's childrens ) and it will allow any player to play the adventure

without playing the prequel.

No multi players

I was making the game by planning that it could become a multi player game. It could also be played in

multiplayer hotseat which mean that another player could be doing stuff in the dungeon while you don't play. I

decided to remove everything. There will only be 1 player which can have probably a lot of up to 30 characters.

Game Difficulty

That is a feature I am not sure anymore what it was actually doing. I know that the easier the game was, the higher

EXP your required to level up. I know that sometime, people might not find the game hard enough, but increasing

EXP requirement will just make the game longer, which is not a good thing. The only thing I could see is a

reduction of damage, a lower probability to be targeted by annoying effects, etc. I don't think I will consider

implementing a difficulty modification unless I really find something good and easy to modify.

Party

Party Stuff

I found that it was pretty much anoying that each character has their gold and equipment list where you must trade

items and gold between characters to acheive what you want. So I said to my self, why not make sure the

inventory and the gold is located in the whole party instead of the character. Sure it would create some illogical

stuff like the transportation capacity is not influenced by the number of characters, and you can change all the

characters in your party and the transported goods will be transfered too. The characters will still be the owner of

what they have equiped. So in overall, it reduce realisme but makes the game easier to play and program.

No multiple parties

I am really not sure about this one. I did not want to make a permanent party like in Wizardry 8 because this mean



that you cannot lose your characters since you cannot replace them. So you need to be able to replace your

character because it opens a room to the possibility to lose permanently a character. But I was still thinking of only

making 1 party where you can switch your character when you get home. But there could be the problem that

when you lose a complete party inside the maze, you need to make a second party to get the characters back. If

you only have 1 party, it screw everything up. Unless when you die in the maze, your party information dessapear

and you can only get back the characters if you want. Which mean that if you use the "party stuff" rule above,

you would lose your gold and all caried equipment. But equiped stuff on your character will stay. It's not too bad

and it makes the game a bit more difficult.

Character

Naming

Since the game is not intended for multiplayer anymore, the naming of characters will be simplified(first name

only) and there won't be the possibility to gain a rank in a certain institution anymore.

No Aging

Aging is used for changing class, for certain magic item bad effects and it gives some sort of time limit to finish the

game. The problem is that there won't be any multiclassing in my game and each race have different age range. I

don't feel also the need to put a time limit to the game. So I think aging is useless and it will be removed.

No Alignment

Aligments are used in the original game to control the party creation, it is used for friendly groups of creatures and

it is used by some magic items. I think it's used for NPC in Wizardry 5. Do I really want to restrict some classes to

work together? Is there some classes combinations that are so much abusive that they should be restricted?

Probably not, this is why I consider Alignment has absolutly no important effect on the game and they should be

removed.

No Sex

Besides giving a +1 bonus to Cunning or strength, the sex of your character has absolutely no influence on the

game. So why not simply give a girl name to your character and we will know that it is a girl, no need to specify it.

No Size

I wont keep track of the size of the races. All the races can equip everything, even the fairies. On thing I might do

is to take only average size races, but then again, fairies are so cool. Still the hit dices of the race will be

determined by the size of the race, same thing for monsters.

No Mercenaries

In my game design, I was supposed to allow the player to hire mercanary characters that he could pay to join the



party instead of using his own characters. It would allow, people to get some support while exploring the maze

with weak characters. I don't think there will actually be mercenaries. The only thing I could do is place a few

good characters at the game start up like in the original wizardry. Players who want to have an easy game can

simply pick these characters and play. If could be a way to make a game newbee friendly.

Race and Classes creation

If there is less features and information to keep track in the races and in the character classes in order to simplify

the game, it mean that there would be less stat permutation possible so less classes and races possibilities. So does

the ability to create your own class or race is really that much important? Currently, I am thinking that probably

not. The only thing I could is if you want to make an abusive stat combinations in your class or name changing to

fit in your adventure setting. So for the balance of the game and simplicity of the game, I think I should not allow

people to create their own class and race.

Equipment

Weight and Encumbrance

Calculating the weight of all the stuff you have has the effect of giving you encumbrance penalty. The problem is

that most of the weight will come from the armor you are wearing and carrying. So I said to myself, why not put

the encumbrance penalty directly on the armor and don't calculate any item weigth at all. It will also give you the

advantage to carry armors you find without beign encumbred.

No Precise accessory Localisation

I am not sure about this one yet. Presently, you can equip a weapon, shield, armor, and accessories on the head,

hand, feet, and other(cape, badge). The accessories on the head, hand, feet and other does not count in your

Armor class unless it has magical properties. Which mean only your armor and shield increase your defense. What

I was thinking is not to keep track where the accessories can be equiped. You would be limited to 1 or 2 accessory

whatever it is. Probably 1 accessory to make sure you don't equip 2 helmets or 2 pair of boots. Remembers that

Accessories are mostly magical items since they dont give natural protection. So in overall, you would be able to

equip a weapon, shield, armor and accessory which mean less stuff to equip.

Item Creation and Enchanting

In the first game, it would have been possible to give magical bonus to normal equipments. It also includes

equipement that can be randomly generated by taking a normal equipment and giving them bonus. This system

creates a lot of complications: First I need to duplicate all the equipment information since now all items must be

unique. Second, I must make available for selling all possible normal items so that they could be enchanted. For

example, having an helmet, glove, ring, and boots which has absolutely no stat modifiers but are available for sell

so that you enchant them yourself. So I am thinking that I should prevent players and the game from generating

their own items and all the items would be fixed in the list. This mean that if I want to make 5 swords called



"Longsword +1" "... +2", etc. It will be 5 different item in the database. I tought of using a generic bonus that can

be variable and added to the item but since not all items can be affected and the bonus given depends from an item

to another, I say to my self what the hell, lets copy paste the item in the database and make 5 "Rings of protection

+?"

Limited identification level

This is also something I was thinking about. There is currently diffirent identification levels which makes sure that

some part of the item is identified. When the identification level is complete, you know everything about the item

including the drawback and exausting effects. I was wondering if I should keep different levels of identification

OR put only 1 level of identification OR make sure that even when the item is identified, there is still things you

cannot know about the item like in the original wizardry. So for example, the drawback, curse, and exhausted

effects could remain hidden. The problem is that if identifying an item is harder, the people won't equip

unidentified items. If you can identify everything, you have really few chances to get cursed or use an item with a

bad drawback.

Combat and Ennemies

Elemental Resistance

In my game, there was 6 elements. Characters and creature could get resistance and weakness to these elements.

Some weapons and armor could get special attack or defensive bonus for each of these elements if it was

enchanted. Of course, spells would also had an elemental type. Now I am saying to myself that this is not final

fantasy where you try to kill ice giant with your fire sword. So we really need elemental consideration in the

game? There is 2 things I can do. First remove them completely. Second simplify them by making them only affect

monsters and change the elemental attack to something probably classic like : Ice, fire, Lightning, Bio/Poison.

Monster type bonus effects

There was some weapons in wizardry that was effective against certain type of creature. For example, the "Slayer

of Dragons" could make additional damage against dragons. I was still considering if this kind of added effect was

really important. By removing them, it prevent me from tracking the effects on all weapon and categorising

creatures. Considering also that some creatures can fit in multiple categories.

Different types of Attacks

To improve realism and justify a better variety in weapons, I made some weapons, including spells and creatures,

have various ways of dealing damage. For example arrows are armor piercing cannot be blocked or parried,

gunpowerder weapons are armor piercing. Life draining spells or undead attacks ignore the armor, wands and

dragon breath which does splash attack only use armor pasive defense, etc. Now I was wondering if I really should

consider attack types in battle. Not considering it will reduce the realism and reduce the kind of weapons type

available which is not a bad idea since I think there is currently too much weapons.



No incrementing attack bonus and others stats

This is a concept I came up with, it goes in contradiction with many RPG, but for Wizardry, I think it could

actualy make things better and make the game easier to balance. The idea is that many stats would not improve

with level up. The stats I am especially talking about is the attack rolls. Let's call it "Thaco" for reference to the

old AD&D. In most RPG, the thaco change when increasing levels. Which mean that the creatures must also

improve their defense to match the characters strength which creates an escalation of stats that makes sure that

low level characters will always miss high level ennemies. It also make sure that stat and weapon modifiers have a

lower influence on combat since you can compensate with higher levels. My idea is that the tacho will be fixed by

the class of the character and will not increase with level up but the monster defense will not improve neither.

Only the attribute and weapon modifier will modify the attack rolls which will now be much more important. So a

level 1 character will have as much chances to hit than a level 20 character. But the level 20 character will have

the advantage of hitting multiple times which mean making more damage.

So this is all I could think of. Give me some feedback by e-mail if you want and please answer my survey about

the Wizardry Legacy 2 Design.
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